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15:23:41 From Dan Gentry: In addition to our valuable partnerships with ACHE and NAHSE, AUPHA has strong partnerships with AHA, HIMSS, MGMA, and NALHE. Like ACHE and NAHSE - MGMA, HIMSS, and NALHE offer student memberships. If you’re a program director and don’t have contacts for the local chapters of all these professional associations, AUPHA staff is very happy to help make those connections for our AUPHA university programs.

15:28:37 From Julie Robbins: https://jamboard.google.com/d/1-xLpgix8z1QprHJwnR2MGpzEz3tIsvMZj5Ry1OGPik/edit?usp=sharing

15:58:29 From Dan Gentry: Both the new AUPHA Art of Teaching Institute launching in the next few months and the AUPHA Leadership Academy which will launch next time this year include courses specifically on creating an inclusive, welcoming classroom (teaching) and leading for diversity (for program directors, chairs, and practitioners in residence - and those who aspire to be in these roles).

15:59:09 From Jenn Munt (AUPHA): AUPHA has four webinars remaining in the fall series, including two focused on DEIB & SJ. The first is next week with Corporate Partner The Proximity Project, whose motto is “Diversity is not enough. Leaders need proximity.” In the second, members of AUPHA’s Diversity with Inclusion Committee will share AUPHA’s work on several strategic initiatives focused on DEIB & SJ. Learn more about all of AUPHA’s remaining fall offerings at https://www.aupha.org/education/webinarseries.

15:59:16 From Leigh Cellucci: Looking forward to learning more about this Dan. Great news

15:59:56 From Jenn Munt (AUPHA): Thank you all for joining us today! This has been a great conversation.

16:01:01 From Linda Mast: Great Session! Thank you

16:01:18 From Kiefer Jundt: thank you everyone, this was such a great conversation

16:01:18 From Atefeh Samadi-niya: Thanks

16:01:22 From Patrick Shay: Thank you everyone!

16:01:23 From Kevin Gates: Thank you

16:01:27 From Cheryl Holden: Thanks all!!!

16:01:34 From Jaime Stephens: Happy Thanksgiving, all!
16:01:37 From Atefeh Samadi-niya: Do we receive the recording as well
16:02:07 From Staff (AUPHA): Yes. The recording will be posted once it has been processed.
16:02:13 From Dan Gentry: The recording and chat will be posted.